Highlights from the Dinner & Burlesque Show on February 28!
(More photos on our website! www.mwsac.ca/special-events)

Photo Credit: Nilem Singh & Muriel V.

Winter 2020 Office Hours

2nd Floor Café Hours

MON, WED & FRI: 8:30 AM - 4:30 PM
TUES & THURS: 8:30 AM – 8:30PM*
SAT: 9:00 AM - 1:00 PM*

MONDAY- FRIDAY: 9:00 AM - 2:30 PM
SAT & SUN: CLOSED

SUNDAY: CLOSED

CAFÉ IS OPEN TO THE PUBLIC!

*Call 780-496-2997 to confirm office hours*

ADDRESS:
2nd Floor, 2610 Hewes Way NW
Edmonton, AB T6L 0A9
Phone: 780-496-2997 | www.mwsac.ca
www.mwsac.ca
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Shambhu Nath Chowdhury

Acting Executive Director &
Manager-- Learning, Wellness, and Outreach

Third Agers: Access the Third Space
Our health and happiness depend on many support factors such as genetic, environmental, nutritional,
social, economic, technological, emotional, mental, spiritual and many more. Age is a social construction
and is generic in nature. Our real age is not only our chronological age but also our physiological age and
the latter one is dependent on our lifestyles.
It’s true that old age brings physical decline to many of us, but not at the same rate. Our health is dependent
on our selection of choices and opportunities available to delay health deterioration. Most seniors in
Canada are accessing and taking advantage of new opportunities to restoring better health.
Today’s seniors do not fall in the stereotype images of frail, broken, unproductive and excluded category.
They are a new generation of people entering a new spring in their lives. The advent of a better health
system and accessibility to it, richer economic support system, social support, social inclusion strategies
and scope to lead and volunteer to express their talents, skills and experiences giving our seniors a new
lease of life in Canada.
Modern-day seniors are in the driver’s seat to transform Canadian society through their meaningful
engagement, enrichment and contribution. They have the potential to transform the community, society
and the nation by way of transmitting their invaluable knowledge, skill, time for the betterment of the
society.
The new generation seniors are third agers and creating a third space for themselves. Gerontologists
prefer to use the term ‘the third age’ to describe people beyond the age of 80. The earlier two stages of
life are childhood and adulthood. The primitive society was predominantly based an agrarian culture and
was powered by muscle. The next wave came when machine that replaced muscle power and we entered
the industrial age and then the specialization and development of service sector began that led us to
tertiary sector.
We are the Third Space with Our Third Agers
The tertiary sector in industry may be compared with the third age and the third space. Most people in
advanced countries work for the tertiary sector and in the service industry. Similarly, more and more people
will enter into the third space in days to come to share, lead, contribute and enjoy life for themselves and
for the rest of the society. Third agers are no longer housebound stereotypes. The ‘Third Agers’ are a
respectful and powerful group for themselves and the rest of the Canadian society. Let us
welcome them with open arms!!
Upcoming Events
Our Annual General Meeting (AGM) is on March 26, 2020, and we are looking forward to a new Board,
and a new Executive Director to lead our association.We like to remind our readers about our proposed
plan to conduct intergenerational, interagency collaborative “Yoga and Raga” workshops to enrich the
health and happiness of participants during the months of June and July 2020. For more information,
connect with our Outreach wing and continue to read our monthly newsletters.
DR. SHAMBHU NATH CHOWDHURY- RSW, BSW, MBA, PhD
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Shambhu Nath Chowdhury

Acting Executive Director &
Manager Learning, Wellness, and Outreach Manager

Health & Happiness-through Yoga & Raga -Part-IV

C

Pandit Ashes Sengupta, an Indian classical Vocalist and
Musicologist, a researcher on the impact of Raga on human body
and mind and an observer, a performer across the globe has been
traveling several parts of the-world-since-1990 such as USA,
Japan, Canada, Switzerland, Germany, Holland, France, Sweden,
Italy and other countries.
He has been teaching and
demonstrating programs on the topic “Influence of Indian
Philosophy [YOGA] on Indian Classical Music” and its necessity
on keeping disease-free Human Health and maintaining peace.
He has been doing extensive research on the above-mentioned
subjects. The Ministry of Culture, Government of India has
recognized him as a Senior Fellow and as an outstanding artiste.
Pandit Sengupta thinks performance enhancement through yoga and music intervention is a method to
grow bigger and better, can be equally effective for an organization, or an association of individuals
working for a common goal. Yoga-Raga synergy can provide sensitive and creative innovations. Even the
intervention of Yoga-Raga may be given to chronically ill children to give them opportunity to learn,
express, relax and enjoy themselves.
In several schools in Sweden, Holland and Germany, the organizers observed that the children remaining
steady, silent, and happily enjoying an hour-long concert of various Ragas such as Bhairavi Raga (Slower
stream of melody) and Tarana (faster stream of melody). In all cases, guardians and principals of schools
had expressed their gratitude to Pandit Ashes Sen Gupta. Organizers were impressed, seeing the impact
of Raga concert on those busy minded kids who silently listened the whole rendition. The impact of Raga
is far reaching and long term in life.
Pandit Sengupta observes that students who regularly practice Raga Music were found to maintain a
healthy and balanced mind. Moreover, they tend to get better grades in their studies, compared to their
counterparts who are not exposed to such musical atmosphere. Many individuals from Europe and
America come to Pandit Ashes Sengupta to learn or listen to yoga-based Raga Technique, and become
mentally happy. Raga Music has its multifarious utility and 3M benefits: Mental, Material and Medicinal.
DR. SHAMBHU NATH CHOWDHURY- RSW, BSW, MBA, PhD
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Monthly Birthday Parties!
Monthly Birthday Parties are held on
the last Friday of the month. Join us
for cake, coffee and fun!
Cost: Free for members with
birthdays during the month of
celebration/$2 for members without
birthdays and non-members. Please
RSVP in advance.
Monthly Birthday Cake generously
sponsored by:

PAID ADVERTISEMENT

Recipe of the Month: Lemon
Oregano Vinaigrette
A light, and delicious, gluten free salad
dressing – Yields 4 cups of salad
dressing
Ingredients:
• 1 cup lemon juice
• 2 tbsp salt
• 1 tbsp black pepper
• 1 tbsp dry oregano
• 1 clove of finely chopped garlic
• 3 cups olive oil

MWSA staff and volunteers wore pink shirts on
Feb 26, 2020 in support of Pink Shirt Day, an
anti-bullying initiative!

Steps:
• Measure Lemon Juice, Salt, Black
Pepper, Oregano, & Garlic into a
bowl.
• Blend well with an immersion
blender.
• After blended slowly keep
blending while adding olive oil to
mixture.
• Taste and adjust seasoning to
preference.
• Pour into a bottle and serve with
your favorite salad.
Recipe by MWSA Chef Daniel
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President’s Report
Deb Alloway

March marks the transition month between winter and spring. It is also when, on March 26, 2020, the
Mill Woods Seniors' Association (MWSA) will be hosting the Annual General Meeting (AGM).
The AGM is important for members of MWSA, as it ensures transparency, provides updates and gives
you the opportunity to learn more about the operations and governance long term strategies of the
Association. At this time, MWSA members will be presented with the annual report containing
information on the performance and strategy of the Board and Operations. Members present will also be
introduced to and provided the opportunity to approve the 2020-2021 slate of Board of Directors.
Traditionally this meeting lasts between 45 minutes and 1 hour. Watch for updates for the MWSA 2020
AGM in posters, messages on center monitors and in weekly newsletter.
Last month you were introduced to the MWSA Strategic Plan and details of Goal #1, “MWSA's programs
and services meet members' needs". This month, we will look at Goal #2, "Board is knowledgeable,
confident and effective." This is an important goal, especially at this time when we look at the 2020-2021
Board of Directors.
There are 4 key initiatives identified under this goal.
Let's look at "Board Orientation." Board Orientation is
mandatory training for all Board members, both new
and returning. The goal of the training is to shorten the
time it takes to get new board members to be able to
fulfill their roles by becoming knowledgeable and up to
date on the activities of the Board and also serves as
a refresher for returning board members. The
Orientation includes an overview of the operations of
a governance Board, Board meeting process,
expectations of members and how the pieces of
operations and the board align. This is the second
year a Board Orientation has been provided.
Contents of the 2019-2020 orientation have been
reviewed and updated for 2020-2021. This process
will be followed in subsequent years as well.
I look forward to seeing you at the MWSA 2020 AGM.
Deb Alloway
President, MWS
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Reminiscence of a Doctor- By MWSA’s Outreach Participant
One page from the diary
I was on duty in my early career, as a security officer. My duties
were to do hourly checking of cars and to issue tickets on
expired parking time. It was a big hospital parking lot. I felt so
powerful, I had the authority!
Job was exciting.
One late afternoon, I had just issued a ticket, left it under the
windshield wiper, walked away a few yards towards another car
then suddenly heard a loud scream. A lady in her mid-twenties, was calling me in an angry voice, tears in
her eyes and uttering curses. I approached her. With a crying voice, she shouted at me, and what I could
recover was that she was holding the hand of her dying father. She couldn’t come to put money for parking.
This happened many years ago.
Forty years later, I had changed many jobs, places and lifestyles.
I was waiting for my heart surgery. In the waiting area, I was holding my daughter Angela’s hand. She told
me: “Dad, I have to go right now. Let me go. I have to pay for parking, or I will get a big ticket.” I will be
back soon. She let go off my hands and ran hurriedly. Her voice was followed by a cry, like what I had
heard many years ago. My past passion and ambition have now transformed to universal compassion.
Waiting to read for more pages from my diary!

The author is a practicing medical doctor and is a member of one of our Outreach Support groups. With
the request of the Acting Executive Director, she has agreed to contribute in our newsletter more stories if
readers like. Readers are encouraged to email comments to ed@mwsac.ca

MWSA FACILITY RENTALS
The Mill Woods Senior & Multicultural Centre is available for rent. We
provide on-site staff, projector and screen, microphones, and audio
connections for music, and all the tables and chairs you need.
For more details or to check availability, please call 780-508-9262 or
email: mwsmbookings@edmonton.ca

Meals on Wheels at MWSA
Do you need some help with your meals? Meals on Wheels offers frozen meals at good prices!
You can place food orders right at the centre and have your food delivered here for your
convenience!Order forms are available at the Front Desk!
If you have any questions regarding this service and the ordering process, please contact our
Home Supports Service Manager, Jenny Faryna at (587) 594 7884.
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Volunteer News
Shalini Waryah
Volunteer Coordinator

A big thank you to all the volunteers who help make our dinner & burlesque on February 28, 2020 show a
success! We appreciate your hard work, dedication and time! Our next dinner social is our Medieval Feast
Night on Saturday March 28, 2020, and we are looking for volunteers!
It’s already March!! We are already preparing for Rummage Sale!
Please contact us if you’re interested in volunteering for the Rummage Sale.
We would appreciate it if you call or email to book an appointment to help reduce the workload for our
Front Desk volunteers. Thank You!!

CURRENT MWSA VOLUNTEER OPPORTUNITIES:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Kitchen Cashier: 08:30 a.m– 02:30 p.m
Kitchen Helper: 09:30 a.m – 02:30 p.m
Front Desk: 08:30 a.m-12:30 p.m & 4:30-8:30 pm
Greeter: 8:30 a.m-12:30 & 4:30-8:30 pm.
Saturday Front Desk & Greeters: 9 am-1 pm
Youth Group Leads: 3:30-6:00 pm (Mon & Wed)
Special Events: Fridays (5-10 pm) & Weekends (10 am-4 pm)
Cooking Demonstration Volunteers (Mon-Fri: 2:30-4:30 pm)

QUOTE OF THE
MONTH:
“Each deed is like a seed.
Choose them wisely, as
each will grow either
thorns or flowers.”

If you are interested in volunteering or have more questions, please contact Shalini at
volunteer.coordinator@mwsac.ca , call 780-508-9359 or visit us to fill out the application form.
Reference letters can be provided upon request for Vulnerable Sector Police Clearance Check.

MARCH VOLUNTEER BIRTHDAYS
Lorna Javed
Cynthia Luna
Bhadra Darsi
Deanna Blair
Patsy Conroy
May Yip
Sandy Chickoski
Brian Redlick

Alice Drescher
Meera Mittra
Shirley Vallette
Joan Richardson
Desh Mittra
Wendy Williamson
Michele Vriens
Margaret Koss
Don Briggs
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MWSA SPRING 2020
Rummage Sale
We will be taking Rummage
Sale donations starting
Monday March 16, such as:
clothing, housewares, toys,
books and games, hand tools,
gardening and plants, and
more!
Please no Christmas items;
you can save for the Fall
Rummage Sale.
This Rummage Sale is a
fundraiser for MWSA.
Proceeds from the sale will be
used to continue to provide
quality programs and services
to our seniors! Thank you in
advance for your support!
We are also looking for
volunteers!! Contact Shalini at
780-508-9359.

ATTENTION MEMBERS: MWSA/City of Edmonton is not
responsible for lost/stolen items. Please do not leave your
belongings unattended. For your convenience, MWSA has
day-use lockers (bring your own locks) in both the ladies and
mens washrooms to store your valuables. Any locks left
overnight will be cut off. Thank your for your attention.
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Karen’s Korner
Communications/Fund Development Coordinator
Hi there! Welcome to the first edition of Karen’s Korner. This is where you can read
stories about MWSA members, staff and supporters. Most importantly, we want to tell
you why MWSA is an important part of the community.
This month’s feature is on March’s birthday girl, Michele Vriens, MWSA Bookkeeper.
Michele started here 3 years ago on her birthday on March 23. She is one of the friendliest and most
helpful staff members at MWSA. She is always the first to raise her hand, whenever there is an issue or
something that needs to be done. Her main role is to ensure that MWSA is running smoothly by keeping
the finances in order. But of course, working for a non-profit, Michele and the rest of the staff are often
doing tasks outside of our “job description.” As an example, she is the brains and brawns behind starting
our successful Rummage Sales—now in our 3rd year!
As a senior herself, and a shopaholic, her favourite part about her age is getting her
“Seniors Day Discounts” at various stores, especially Shoppers Drug Mart. To support her
shopping habit, she works at MWSA for the money and also because she enjoys socializing
with seniors. She feels MWSA is truly making a difference in the community, creating a safe
and welcoming place for all seniors. When she sees seniors here laughing (with each other,
not at) and having a good time, it makes her extra happy. Besides seniors, she also likes
her co-workers, who are not all seniors, (especially Karen because she is so funny and has
“ridiculously good ideas”)!
5 Fun Facts about Michele:
1. Michele currently teaches a marching band, who are the 2019/20 Provincial
Champions!
2. Michele owns over 100 pairs of shoes! But don’t tell her sister!
3. Her sister is SEESA’s Executive Director, Kim Buehler.
4. She has a cat named Lila, and 2 dogs named Anna and Nanook.
5. At one time, she fostered a special-needs calf (cow) named Norman.

MICHELE WITH
HER FAVOURITE
CO-WORKER,
KAREN!

Thinking about the future of MWSA with the current government cutbacks, Michele would like to tell a
personal story. She had a family friend that belonged to the Dutch Canadian Friendship Club and spent
60 years of her life there, participating in events, making connections, and creating memories. And when
she died of cancer, her family encourage people to donate to the Cancer Society, in lieu of flowers. Of
course, choosing where to donate is a personal choice, but Michele would really like to see donations
made to organizations where life is celebrated—there’s joy, love, and a sense of belonging.
When you are writing your will, consider adding the Mill Woods Seniors Association as a beneficiary.
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LEAVING A LEGACY GIFT
Mill Woods Seniors Association’s (MWSA) mission is simple: To enhance
the independence of seniors (55 years and over), by providing a range of
programs and services to meet their recreational and social needs.
Help us continue to be a diverse and inclusive organization. We are looking
to fulfill our mission of improving seniors lives by connecting with the caring
power of communities.
Remembering the Mill Woods Seniors Association in your will is an act that is meaningful, generous, and
surprisingly simple. Every gift will make a difference.
We are a registered charity. Our charitable number is RR001 80208 8898
It allows you to leave a larger gift than would be possible during your lifetime, while still retaining control
of your assets. Have a conversation with your family and loved ones, then speak with your lawyer about
drafting or revisiting your will or adding a codicil.
You can leave a specific amount, or a percentage of estate. Your estate will receive a charitable tax receipt
that can lower or even eliminate estate taxes.
Be sure to inform us of your bequest and your wishes. It will give us the honour and opportunity to thank
you, and to discuss what you hope your gift will help to accomplish.
If you are preparing a Will for the first time, or making major changes to your current Will, please discuss
your intentions to include Mill Woods Seniors Association in your Will with your lawyer or financial planner.
If you wish to make a change in your current Will, ask your lawyer to prepare a codicil. A codicil is a notation
that keeps your existing Will intact and alters or adds items that you wish to change. A codicil requires two
witnesses for it to be valid.

Sample Wording:
“I direct my trustees to transfer the sum of $____________ (or_______ percentage share of my
estate) to the Mill Woods Seniors Association to be used for the following purpose(s)
___________________________.”
We thank you in advance for your consideration.

If you have any questions or would like to discuss in further detail, please
contact Karen, Communications/Fund Development: 780-496-2997 or email:
karen@mwsac.ca
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Tips from the Home Supports
Program Manager

Call Jenny,
MWSA Home
Supports
Service
Manager at
587-594-7884
Tips to remember when hiring a contractor
1. Write down what you need to be done, your expectations of the job and timelines. Be realistic. Do
this BEFORE you get quotes so that you are getting a price from each service provider for the same
job.
2. When meeting with contractors have a friend or family member with you – They may think of a
question you should ask, make notes for you or help clear up a misunderstanding.
3. Get at least 3 quotes in writing and review them. Why are they different? How long will it take them
to complete the job? The cheapest is not necessarily the best and a job done right the first time will
cost less in the end. Remember, quality of work may be more important than price.
4. Research each company. One source is customer reviews on the internet.
5. Once you have chosen a contractor, agree on a written work plan. Changes should be made in
writing. Do not permit work to start without a signed, written contract that includes start and
completion dates, exact costs, specific work to be done, include protection of your property, clean
up and removal of debris. Be sure to read the fine print carefully. Do not make large payments up
front. The usual is 20%. Stagger your payments according to work stages and do not make a final
payment until the job is completed to your satisfaction. Pay by check or credit card for added
protection. Paying by credit card provides some recourse should the job not be completed as stated
in the contract.
6. Set good boundaries – be clear about what spaces in your home or yard are off limits and
communicate regularly with the contractor.
7. If things don’t go well – speak to the contractor/worker right away. Often times it is simply a
misunderstanding and you may reach a mutually agreeable compromise.
8. If things are not resolved – call the Seniors Home Supports person who gave you the referrals. They
may have further advice for you. In so doing, you may stop others from being taken advantage of.
Jenny B. Faryna, Seniors Home Supports Program Manager
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Program News

Ruth Gill, Senior & Youth Program Coordinator
Program Updates
Hello, Mill Woods Seniors Association members, I am diligently planning the Spring
2020 Program Guide, which will be published soon! Look for new classes such as:
Nia - Combining dance, martial arts and mindfulness, Nia tones your body while transforming your mind.
More than just a workout, it is a holistic fitness practice addressing each aspect of your life - body, mind
and soul. Nia is based on the intelligent design of the body. Each workout brings mindfulness to your dance
movement experience leaving you energized, mentally clear, and emotionally balanced.
Nia cardio-dance workouts combine 52 simple moves with dance arts, martial arts, and healing arts to get
you fit in 60 minutes - body, mind, emotion, and spirit. Nia is non-impact, practiced barefoot, and adaptable
to individual needs and abilities.
Walk & Talk- This is a drop-in program for seniors looking for a safe, indoor walking space, and
companionship. You can go at your own pace, and/or challenge each other. We also have walking poles
for those who are interested in using them.
Intergenerational Programming News
As promised in the last newsletter, see more information below on the Benefits of Intergenerational
Programming.
Seniors who participate in youth programs often get more activity and exercise. Even residents with
cognitive or mobility issues benefit from the added activity and stimulation. A study conducted by Senior
Lifestyle found seniors who spent time with younger generations burned 20% more calories and performed
better on memory tests.
The benefits of intergenerational programs really shine when it comes to seniors’ mental and emotional
health. Seniors who participate in intergenerational programs report more happiness and satisfaction with
their situation. Not only do they value the positive companionship and interactions with children/youth, the
programs often help seniors feel valued for their contributions to the community.
To read the entire article visit https://reliablewater247.com/intergenerational-programs-for-seniors-andcommunity/

Mahjong players wanted!
Looking for a person to teach and play the game of Mahjong. Contact Ruth at
program.coordinator@mwsac.ca or call 780-508-9252 if you are interested!
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ATTENTION LOCAL BUSINESSES! ADVERTISE WITH MWSA!
Monthly Newsletter:
o $25- Business Card
o $40 ¼ Page
o $80 ½ Page
o $160 Full Page
Daily TV Monitor:
o $50/month
For more info, please send advertising inquiries to karen@mwsac.ca
*Please note paid advertisements may not reflect the views of MWSA. Buyer discretion is advised.

TICKETS ON SALE NOW
AT THE FRONT DESK
OR ONLINE AT :
HTTPS://WWW.EVENTBRITE.
CA/E/MEDIEVAL-FEASTNIGHT-TICKETS-

98253335371!

This Photo by Unknown Author is
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THE MWSA KNITTERS YEAR IN REVIEW, 2019
The MWSA Knitters consist of MWSA members
and several home knitters. They rely on donations of
yarns to make items for sale to raise funds for MWSA.
The knitters are very proud of their work, and enjoy the
feeling of goodwill that comes from donating to various
charitable organizations who work closely with the
city's homeless population.
Donations were made to Operation Friendship, Ronald
McDonald House, Boyle
Street, Coralwood Adventist Academy, Grace Martin
School, Abbottsfield Youth Program, The
Schizophrenia Society, Hope Mission Warehouse,
Youth Empowerment & Support Services, and
Edmonton Police Services.

MWSA KNITTER, HILDA VAN WKY WITH EPS
CONSTABLES, MATHIEU & MANPREET

We are pleased to announce our total knitted donations for 2019:
• 730 toques
• 41 scarves
• 38 pairs of slippers
• 8 sweaters
• 10 headbands
• 167 pairs of mittens
In 2019, the Knitters raised $1,243.50 in cash sales through the Craft Sale (October 2019), and daily
sales at the craft table. Donations of knitted items were also made for the Christmas Gala's Silent
Auction. Thank you to everyone who purchased knitted items in 2019.
Yarn donations are gratefully accepted and help our community in many ways. If you would like to join
the Knitters, they meet every Tuesday morning from 9 am – 11 am in Room 225. If you, or someone you
know, cannot join us Tuesday mornings, consider being one of several home knitters.
The Mill Woods Seniors Association is a non-profit organization, charitable organization which relies on
volunteers to help run programs and services. Volunteers are the heart and soul of our
organization. Cash donations to MWSA are tax deductible.

MWSA Sewing group
getting ready to donate
items to the Grey Nuns
Community Hospital.
Way to go!
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MWSA Bottle Drive Fundraiser! Save your empties for us!
Tired of going to the (stinky) bottle depot? Have we got a solution for you!
Skip the Depot will pick up the empties from your house, and go to the depot for you. This is a
free service, and you can donate the deposit money to the Mill Woods Seniors Association.
We have registered as a “Charity of Choice.”
How it works?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Visit: https://skipthedepot.com/
Download the app on your phone or log into the website on your computer.
SIGN UP and schedule a pickup by entering your address and donation preference.
PUT YOUR BAGS OUT. The morning of your pickup day put your bags outside.
DONATE your refunds to Mill Woods Seniors Association.

MWSA thanks you in advance for your contribution & generosity!

REMINDER:
NO outside food or drinks are
permitted in the café during café
operating hours as per Alberta
Health Services Regulation.
We are also not able to heat up
your food.
You are welcome to bring food
and eat outside of the café area
(i.e the games table area, by the
fireplace, by the windows, etc…)
We thank you for your
cooperation.
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MWSA Staff
Executive Director ed@mwsac.ca
(780) 496-2997

Michele Vriens
Bookkeeper
bookkeeper@mwsac.ca

Shambhu Chowdhury
Acting Executive Director &
Manager Learning, Wellness & Outreach
outreach@mwsac.ca
(780) 496-2933

Karen Lee
Communications/Fund Development
Coordinator karen@mwsac.ca
(780) 496 2997
Daniel Diaz Mora – Chef
Tanya Dove – Kitchen Manager
chef@mwsac.ca | 780-944-5926

Shalini Waryah
Volunteer Coordinator
volunteer.coordinator@mwsac.ca
(780) 508 9359

Jenny Faryna
Home Support Manager
home.support@mwsac.ca
(587) 594 7884

Ruth Gill
Program Coordinator
program.coordinator@mwsac.ca
(780) 496-2997

Muriel Valenzuela
Part Time Staff
muriel@mwsac.ca

FOLLOW US ON

@2NDFLOORCAFEYEG

@MW_Seniors

2019-2020 Executive
President: Deb Alloway
Vice President: Sandra McColl
Treasurer: Pat Thompson
Secretary: Prakash Mullick

Find us by searching for “Mill Woods Seniors Association”

2019-2020 Board Members
o Arun Bakshi
o Desh Mittra
o Dharam Paul Mahajan
o Don Briggs
o Woody McHugh

PAST PRESIDENT: Terri Martineau
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